NOTE: Be sure to check pre-requisites and restrictions. Some classes may have cross-listings. If a class is full, check the course description to see if the same topic might also be listed as another course that is open.

AHC 310 INTRODUCTORY SURVEYS IN PREMODERN HISTORY
AHC 319 1-ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD
AHC 325 1-HIST OF ROME: THE REPUBLIC
AHC 325 2-THE HISTORY OF ROME: THE EMPIRE
AHC 325 3-ROME AND JERUSALEM
ARH 327R ART IN LIVES ORDINARY ROMANS
ARH 327S ART/POLITICS REPUBLICAN ROME
ARH 329N ART AND ARCH OF LATE ANTIQUITY
C C 302 INTRO TO ANCIENT ROME-WB
C C 302 INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT ROME
C C 303 INTRO TO CLASSICAL MYTHOL-HON
C C 303 INTRO TO CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY
C C 304C ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
C C 304C CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY & OCCULT
C C 304C INTRO TO THE NEW TESTAMENT
C C 304C 2-PAGANISM TO CHRISTIANITY: AN INTRODUCTION
C C 304C 4-GREECE/ROME: FILM & REALITY
C C 304C 6-ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
C C 305 TOPICS IN ROMAN CIVILIZATION
C C 306 INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN AND GREEK ELEMENT IN ENGLISH *
C C 307D INTRO TO ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY
C C 317 CLASCL ARCHAEO: METHS/APPROCH
C C 318 THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY
C C 319D THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD
C C 322 4-ANCIENT EPIC
C C 340 ART OF LATE ANTIQUITY
C C 340 CITY & CULTURE OF ANCIENT ITALY
C C 340 MYTH IN IMAGES IN CLASCL ANTIQ
C C 340 WATER AND THE ROMAN CITY
C C 340 2-ART/POLITICS IMPERIAL ROME
C C 340 2-ROMAN IMPERIAL ART
C C 340 4-ROMAN ARCHITECTURE
C C 340 7-POMPEII
C C 340 9-TOPOG & MONUMENTS ANC ROME
C C 348 DEATH/AFTERLIFE GRAECO-ROMAN
C C 348 ENEMY FIGURES OF GREECE/ROME
C C 348 FOOD AND DRINK
C C 348 GENDER/SEXUALITY IN ANC NOVEL
C C 348 ROMAN POLITICS
C C 348 VALUES/LEADERSHIP IN ANC WORLD
C C 348 4-HISTORY OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
C C 348 5-HOMOSEXUALITY IN ANTIQUITY
C C 348 7-WOMEN IN CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY
C C 348 15- CIVIL WAR IN ROME
C C 348 20- ROMAN PHILOSOPHY & SCIENCE
C C 375 1- ROMAN LAW
CTI 310 INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT ROME
LAT 323 BATTLE SCENES ROMAN LITERATURE
LAT 323 EXEMPLARITY IN ROMAN LIT
LAT 323 5-CICERO AND CATULLUS
LAT 323 7-IMAGES OF AUGUSTUS
LAT 365 AUGUSTINE’S CONFESSIONS
LAT 365 OVID’S METAMORPHOSES

* NOTE: CC 306M/336M INTRO TO MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY are not approved and will not count.